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Overview Schoeller Fabric Collection Summer 2017 – Focus on Outdoor

The finest of natural products: 100 % mulesing-free Merino wool
June 2015: Natural fibres and the cork-based corkshellTM technology are at the core of the 2017
Schoeller Summer Collection. Developed and produced amidst the Swiss mountains, nature and
ecology always play a central role at Schoeller Textil. For example, high-quality mulesing-free
Merino wool enhances washable schoeller®-naturetec qualities with natural functions such as
heat retention and moisture transport.

CORK SHELL
Natural fibres and natural functions are the hot
topics within the latest Schoeller collection for
summer 2017. With corkshellTM technology,
Schoeller has succeeded in combining the
outstanding, natural features of cork with those
of high-quality functional textiles. corkshellTM ,
for example on the reverse of the sporty
schoeller®-shape piqué cotton fabric, in navy blue, lava red or stone grey, offers natural thermal
insulation and, at the same time, high breathability and outstanding clothing comfort.

MULESING FREE WOOL
The newest washable schoeller®-naturetec-fabrics with high-quality
mulesing-free Merino wool are at the centre of the natural fibre topic.
Available as a superlight summer soft-shell in deep blue, tangerine or sand
white or alternatively as a heavy and highly abrasion resistant version in
vibrant lemon, classic black or night blue. The comfortable, bluesign®
approved wool-based year-round textiles make a convincing impact with
natural functions such as breathability, moisture transport, temperature
regulation and heat retention. In fact, mountaineering or any sport without wool apparel has become
almost unimaginable.
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FLASHY PRINTS
Printing on both sides with the same design
creates a fascinating new look in the lightweight
schoeller®-dynamic as well as the schoeller®dryskin double fabrics with rapid moisture
management and brushed reverse. Sure to be a
real eye-catcher in the twilight, the extremely
elastic, full-surface reflex-coated schoeller®spirit is ideally suited for trendy bike or commuter jackets.

SUMMER SOFT-SHELLS
Fascinating reverses draw all eyes in the
pleasantly soft, bonded schoeller®-WB-400summer soft-shells with very good breathability,
extreme durability and water and dirt repelling
properties. Available with a golf ball structure on
the inside in warm yellow and richly contrasting
with the deep blue exterior, or as stone grey,
wrinkled cotton/polyester jersey backing on the smooth polyamide fabric in lush orange or night blue.

COSY LIGHTNESS
Plaids are still a significant knitwear classic in
summer 2017: Various print designs, available
in a range of colour combinations, look just as
good in a shirt while mountaineering as they do
in an urban setting. The pleasantly soft, light,
e2 polyester qualities with a freshness finish is
also available to match in various plain shades
or as a melange effect.
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CERAMIC PRINTS
The latest schoeller®-keprotec® fabrics with
ceramic coating herald a new generation for
gloves. Thanks to the new look and excellent
abrasion-proof properties, the highly technical
schoeller®-keprotec® fabrics with Kevlar® are
also suitable for use in winter or alpine
conditions. Various ceramic prints on highly
elastic polyamide knitwear also provide exciting looks and, when used as trims, introduce interesting
input for garment making.

Stretch fabrics from Schoeller Textil AG
Schoeller has over 100 years of experience in developing functional, sturdy, hardwearing stretch fabrics
that find a wide range of uses, for example as mountaineering pants, soft-shell jackets or as integral
parts of hybrid apparel for hiking, biking or mountain sports. They also provide comfort and style for golf
course or equestrian events. Numerous urban collections owe their special features to Schoeller stretch
fabrics. Sturdy Schoeller textiles are found in urban cuts like classic 4-pocket-pants. Not only winter
sports fans and passionate bikers, but also water sports enthusiasts, such as SUP paddlers and
yachtsmen, have discovered Schoeller stretch comfort. Tailored to individual requirements and tastes,
high-tech fabrics are available in a plain pattern, with structured surfaces, in eye-catching prints or with
full-surface reflex coating. For additional comfort, Schoeller finishing technologies are also available. In
brief: Schoeller stretch fabrics are permanently elastic, durable, highly-functional and attractive textiles
developed and produced in Switzerland.
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Schoeller Textil AG brings a refreshing take on watersports apparel
Worldwide, specialty surf, paddle and yacht brands choose Schoeller for performance,
durability and good looks

June 2015: As summertime heats up and more people head to the water, the trends of high
performance apparel follows. Many Schoeller fabrics are a superb choice for watersports.
Ocean athletes and river
runners choose Schoellermade water apparel for
comfort thanks to 4-way
stretch, water and dirt
repelling function, and
durability; not to mention the
clean designs that go from
the water to town with ease.
The naturally quick-drying fabrics have a high level of comfort, and the addition of NanoSphere ®
means that water sheds easily and shorts and shirts don’t stick to the body; therefore, the wearer can
concentrate on the activity without being distracted by clothing stuck to the body. Schoeller textiles
have been tested extensively for durability in the mountains and streets and now are finding a new
application in the tough world of surfing and yachting.
Spartan Shorts made of schoeller®-dynamic
Bluesmiths, a Schoeller brand partner based in Maui really set
the bar with their Spartan Shorts in 2011. Made of schoeller®dynamic and finished with NanoSphere®, they are considered
among the top of the class of board shorts and are worn by the
best surfers, sailors and paddleboarders in the world including
Jimmy Spithill, the winner of the 2013 America’s Cup.
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From Everest Isles, the Mayol (see picture on the right) and
Draupner board shorts also made of schoeller®-dynamic are a
smart and sophisticated choice for the yachting set and deeply
influenced by the sailing heritage of New Haven, Connecticut.

SUPSKIN in Austria offers an all-season dry suit made of a
3-Layer stretch Schoeller fabric with the bionic c_change™
climate membrane. The lightweight, waterproof breathable suit is
easy to move in and has become an instant hit with professional and advanced paddleboarders
globally, including Dan Gavere from the U.S.A. and Pete Holliday from the U.K.

Outlier, based in Brooklyn, New York makes a water-ready, durable and stylish short called the Free
Way using schoeller®-dryskin, a great fabric for this application due to its double-weave construction
at moves with the body and has a tailored look.

Style, fit and function
Designers and athletes that love life on the water agree. Schoeller
Textiles are the top choice for style, fit and function for serious
watersports. By offering durable, comfortable, innovative fabrics and
technologies that ideal for surf, river and open water applications,
the only limiting factor is imagination. Additionally, Schoeller’s
bluesign® approved fabrics are ideal for those who wish to keep the
waters of the world as clean as possible.
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Black Diamond
Deployment Hybrid Hoody
Built for extended use during start-stop days of vertical motion,
the Deployment Hybrid Hoody combines field-proven fabrics to
create a highly breathable insulation mid layer that you can
wear all day without overheating. The side stretch panels are
schoeller®-dryskin with NanoSphere® for the ultimate in
comfort, breathability, stretch, durability and protection.
Image: Black Diamond

Ternua
Kamet Pant
The Kamet pant from Ternua is a bi-elastic technical pant,
made with schoeller®-naturetec soft-shell. The exterior of the
fabric has a high water resistance resistant nylon thanks to an
ecorepel® treatment from Schoeller (the ecological way to repel
water). The interior of the fabric is soft merino wool that
absorbs moisture and moves it to the exterior. Elastic waist, four
zippered pockets, articulated knees and schoeller®-keprotec®
reinforcements are some additional highlights.
Image: Ternua
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Lundhags
Rocketeer WS Jacket
The Rocketeer Jacket is a versatile, technical and durable
jacket for hardcore users. The Rocketeer is a 3-layer shell
jacket with a Zethar® membrane and schoeller®-keprotec®
reinforcements on the arms and taped seams.
Image: Lundhags

Lundhags
Authentic Pro Pants
Authentic Pro Pants are an advanced hybrid and new version of
the Authentic Pant with waterproof panels made from 3-layer
Zethar®. They are versatile pants for hardcore users and feature
comfortable material made from breathable LPC Eco as well as
waterproof panels on the rear and knees made from 3-layer
Zethar®. The entire lower section of the legs have durable
reinforcements made from schoeller®-keprotec®.
Image: Lundhags
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Peak Performance
Black Light Collection
The Black Light collection is about lightweight and durable
garments for fast mountaineering. But it’s also about innovation
and pushing the boundaries when it come to design, cut-lines
and material. For 2015, Peak Performance hast outdone itself
to become the first outdoor/ski brand in the world to make a
soft-shell jacket and pant from cork. The 3-layer corkshellTM
fabric construction with cork coating gives a stretchy, water and
wind repelling surface fabric and highly breathable lining with
insulation properties.
Image: Peak Performance

Vozweimax
Tailormade Running jackets
Vozweimax is a young start-up company from Germany. The
founder of the company, Michael Sigl, was annoyed by ill-fitting
running jackets. “Why,“ he thought, „Are there no tailor-made,
customized jackets in the market?“ So the idea was born to
produce running jackets with individualized fits. In order to offer
these jackets to other athletes, he founded VOZWEIMAX- the
worldwide first supplier of high quality, tailor-made jackets. He
relies on schoeller®-fabrics like stretch wovens with corkshell™
and for cold weather conditions a stretch woven with
c_change™ membrane.
Image: Vozweimax, http://vozweimax.com/
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Bonne Geule
Bonne Geule
The French company Bonne Geule has created menswear’s
chinos in an unusual way, ones that would meld technicality
and style. The company opted for high-end and tailoring
finishing on the pants that are a semi-slim fit. The chinos are
easy to wear and integrate to an elegant outfit.
Initially, the company started with a menswear fashion blog, and
in 2014 the company began their own line of menswear basics.
The chino is made exclusively of schoeller®-dryskin fabric with
4-way stretch comfort.
Image: Bonne Geule

Hillary Day
Boy Coat
The Boy Coat borrows from stylish men’s wear collections. Yet
a long, slim silhouette with a notched collar and hidden placket,
the feminine touch is that of natural shell buttons. Deep
pockets means carrying a purse isn’t necessary. Made of
Schoeller wool with c_change™ and fully lined, the boy coat
can elegantly take you from one environment to another with
ease.
Image: Hillary Day
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Stio
Colter Pant
The Colter pants embody mountain-lifestyle perfection with
versatile performance, fit, function and style. The cotton
based fabric with 3% elastane offers unparalleled comfort,
softness and durability and the NanoSphere® finish lends a
level of water, dirt and oil repellency that means these pants
are perfect for whatever life in a mountain town can offer.
Image: Stio

Outlier
Ladies Slimmer Dungarees
Lean, sleek and made of our core 4Season OG Cloth. Full
performance features in an elegant silhouette. The four way
stretch and soft inner face of the doubleweave twill fabric
ensures you're always moving in both comfort and style. Classy
enough to wear out for drinks and tough enough to ride there.
Image: Outlier
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Announcing a collaboration with The Lost Explorer founder David de Rothschild and Schoeller
Textil AG

Partnership for a sustainable future
July 2015: The Lost Explorer and its founder David de Rothschild has agreed on a long-term
partnership with Schoeller Textil AG that will include much collaboration. Both companies are
highly involved in research for sustainable, durable products with outstanding longevity.

The collaboration between The Lost Explorer
and Schoeller Textil AG will be on a longtime partnership basis and intends to focus
on two goals. The Lost Explorer will soon
launch a collection of garments under the
headline “Goods, apparel and things you
didn’t know you needed”. Schoeller has
deeply supported this collection with fabric
developments.
Schoeller is strengthening its commitment to
sustainability and ecology and has secured
the knowledge and advice of David de
Rothschild and his team as first hand
ambassadors. David de Rothschild is an
internationally respected ecologist and environmentalist.
Both companies will profit from their shared experiences and this venture is an important step in an even
more sustainable future.
David de Rothschild has gained notoriety for his many achievements like conquering the North and South
Poles, sailing the Plastiki, a boat made entirely of used plastic, from Sausalito, California to Sydney in
2010. Mr. de Rothschild is also a worldwide renowned speaker appearing at the World Economic Forum
and the Green Tec Awards in Berlin.
With Schoeller Textil AG we have found a partner company that not only shares our ideas for
sustainability but looks to nature as a mentor” states David de Rothschild. “I am deeply impressed that as
company even though it will not always be easy or convenient, they are willing to undergo the challenging
work ahead for incorporating our experience and ideas with right measure of enthusiasm and realism."
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“We are very pleased to announce the cooperation of our company with David de Rothschild and his
team of creative researchers”, comments Siegfried Winkelbeiner, CEO Schoeller Textil AG. “This
collaboration highlights not only our ongoing sustainable production, shown for example by our
commitment to the bluesign® system, but supports our quest for an even “greener future” of Schoeller
Textil AG.“
At the upcoming bluesign® conference in St. Gallen, David de Rothschild present his ideas for the future,
the collaboration with Schoeller Textil AG, as well as talk about his past experiences.

Background:
About The Lost Explorer
The Lost Explorer nurtures the adventurer in everyone, with goods and apparel that encourage us to
embrace the unknown and tap into the curious pursuits that make us all everyday explorers. Each piece
is inspired by the demands of the desert, mountain, ocean, jungle, or urban environment.
The lost explorer goods and apparel is committed to provide successful navigation through the expected
and unexpected adventures in life.
http://thelostexplorer.co/

About Schoeller Textil AG
The internationally operating company Schoeller Textil AG, based in Sevelen, Switzerland, specializes in
the development and manufacturing of innovative technical fabrics and smart textile finishing technologies
and therefore is a leader in several niche markets among the areas of active sport, outdoor and
workwear. Innovation in combination with ecological and social responsibilities is the foundation of the
business. All production adheres to the most stringent environmental standards worldwide.
www.schoeller-textiles.com

Picture capture: David de Rothschild with Siegfried Winkelbeiner CEO, and Development Team,
Schoeller
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Schoeller Textil USA appoints Stephen Kerns as new president.
Tom Weinbender steps down after more than 35 years with the Swiss company.

Seattle, WA- On August 1st, 2015, Stephen Kerns will join Schoeller Textil USA, a subsidiary of
Schoeller Textil AG of Sevelen, Switzerland. Kerns brings with him a breadth of experience
including a decade in the textile industry. Most recently, he has led the North American
Business Unit for Sympatex.
Stephen Kerns will be replacing Tom Weinbender. Mr. Weinbender has been president of the
company for 21 years and has worked with Schoeller for more than 35 years.
Schoeller Textil USA encompasses Schoeller Textil AG and Schoeller Technologies AG and is
dedicated to offering textile solutions for a wide-range of applications including the emerging
wearable technologies market.
“Stephen’s experience and thorough understanding of the North American markets will help him
in his execution to inspire, energize and connect with customers and internal staff,” said
outgoing president of Schoeller USA, Tom Weinbender. “We are very pleased to welcome him
to the Schoeller family and I am confident he will do a terrific job.”
"I’ve admired Schoeller’s passion for quality and innovation first as a consumer, and then from
within the industry. I'm really excited for the opportunity to lead the North American business,
especially in the dynamic times ahead of us,” remarked Stephen Kerns. “Tom Weinbender and
his team have done excellent work in building the business and brand. Schoeller is extremely
well positioned today in the textile industry and beyond with solutions for brands with a
passion for innovation, timeless quality and the possibility of multiple technologies."
Stephen is no stranger to the diverse and innovative world in which Schoeller operates. He
began his career at the original Merrell Footwear Company in Vermont, and has held positions
with increasing responsibilities at iconic and global companies such as Braun/Gillette,
Samsonite, Timberland and Tivoli Audio.
“Stephen Kerns is a great successor to Tom,” comments Siegfried Winkelbeiner, CEO of
Schoeller Textil AG. “His knowledge, management style, interpersonal and sales skills will
enable him to quickly become an asset to our customers and our team in the U.S.A. As for Tom,
I am very thankful for his extraordinary contribution and I wish him all the very best for his next
stage in life. Tom will still support Stephen so that he will have a smooth transition into his new
role”.
Both Stephen Kerns and Tom Weinbender will be attending Outdoor Retailer and can be found
at the Schoeller booth #38051
About Schoeller Textil AG:
Schoeller Textil AG was founded in1867. Based in Sevelen, Switzerland, the internationally operating
company is privately owned and operated and specializes in the development and manufacturing of
innovative technical fabrics and smart textile finishing technologies. For more information please visit:
www.schoeller-textiles.com or email shannon@schoellerusa.com

